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Single Subject Credential Standard Intern Option Program Learning Outcomes

PLO 1:
Modify curriculum and

instruction based on
the individual needs of
their students (address

diversity in
teaching/learning).

PLO 2:
Provide a supportive

learning
environment that

reflects diversity and
multiple

perspectives and
promotes the social

and civic
development of their

students.

PLO 3:
Use enduring

content in subject
and pedagogical

knowledge to
inform their

teaching in the
classroom (know
content, critically
evaluate literature

on effective
practice).

PLO 4:
Develop relevant,

rigorous, and
developmentally

appropriate curricula
(critically evaluate and

apply literature on
development,

learning).

PLO 5:
Use assessment of

their students’
learning and their
own teaching to

inform future
planning and

teaching (reflect on
student learning

outcome data,
problem solve,

critically evaluate
literature on

effective practice for
use in a self-

contained
classroom).

PLO 6:
Engages in

ongoing
professional

development and
works respectfully
and collaboratively

with colleagues
and community to

ensure quality
instructional

programs and
stewardship of
public schools.

Courses and Learning Activities

Term 1: 3 units

I,D I,D I,D I,D

Term 2

Preliminary SS Teaching Credential Standard Intern Option
Courses and Activities Mapped to Preliminary Teaching Credential: Standard Intern Option

EDU6004 -

Educational Foundations
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I,D I,D

D D D D D

D D D,M D,M D,M D,M

Term 3:

D,M D,M D,M

EDU6020 -

Seminar: Setting Classroom

Procedures

EDU6046 -

Clinical Practice I: Standard

Intern

EDU6005 -

Psycho-Educational

Development of Diverse Learner

Classroom Application

EDU6021 -

Seminar: Supporting

Differentiated Learning
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D,M D,M D,M D,M D,M

D,M D,M D,M
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D,M D,M D,M D,M D,M

D,M D,M D,M D,M D,M

EDU6047 -

Clinical Practice II: Standard

Intern

EDU6012 -

Applied Linguistics Seminar:

Reading

EDU6022 -

Seminar: Common Core and

Instruction

EDU6048 -

Clinical Practice III: Standard

Intern
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D,M D,M D,M D,M
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D,M D,M D,M D,M D,M D,M

M M M M M

M M M M M M

EDU6063 -

Principles, Practices and Socio-

Cultural Issues of Teaching

English Language Learners

EDU6023 -

Seminar: Grading and Goal

Setting

EDU6049 -

Clinical Practice IV: Standard

Intern

EDU6828 -

Single Subject Methods
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Term 6:

D,M D,M D,M

Other Credential Courses (Required if teaching on an Intern credential without Seminar enrollment)

M M M M M M

Legend :  I Introduced D Developed-Practiced M Mastered-Assessed I,D Introduced, Devel/Pract D,M

Last Modified: 11/23/2018 08:37:40 AM

TEL7170 -

Technology in the Curriculum

EDU6099A -

Advanced Mentoring
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